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SUBJECT Whitireia Park Board minutes 

WHEN Friday, 26 February 2016 at 9.18am 

WHERE Puna Ora meeting room, Ngatitoa Street, Porirua 

Present

Jenny Brash  Barbara Donaldson (Chair) Nigel Wilson  

            Jenny Ngarimu Taku Parai   Sharli-Jo Solomon (from 9.21am)             

Taku Parai opened proceedings with a Karakia.

1 Apologies

There were no apologies. 

2 Public participation  

There was no public participation. 

3 Conflict of interest declarations  

There were no declarations of conflict of interest.

4 Confirmation of minutes  

Moved          (Wilson / Parai) 

 That the Board confirms the minutes of the meetings of 30 November 2015. 

The motion was CARRIED. 

5 Whitireia Park Restoration Group update

 The Board noted the content of the report and congratulated the group on the work it has 
undertaken in recent months.  The Board noted the group’s offer of p�ngao as a sustainable 
weaving material and requested that GWRC officers advise Ng�ti Toa of any permitting 
requirements associated with harvesting.  In relation to the reported vehicle incident between 
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the Te Onepoto estuary and Te Onepoto boat sheds, the Board acknowledged the need to 
further discuss access and road stoppage matters with Porirua City Council.

6 Work programme update

Kim Broad, Biodiversity Officer, GWRC, and Wayne Boness, Principal Park Ranger, 
Western Parks Team, GWRC, spoke to the report. 

Moved         (Parai / Boness) 

That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 

The motion was CARRIED. 

7 Audit of Whitireia Park Board for the year ended 30 June 2015 

Moved         (Wilson / Brash) 

That the Board:

1. Receives the report.

2. Notes the contents.

The motion was CARRIED. 

8 Board accounts 

Moved         (Wilson / Solomon) 

That the Board:

1. Receives the report.

2. Notes the contents.

The motion was CARRIED.

At the conclusion of scheduled business the Board asked GWRC officers to report back to it on the 
proposal of an iwi cadetship, enabling a person or persons from Ng�ti Toa to work alongside the 
Park’s rangers when they undertake their duties in Whitireia Park. 
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The meeting closed at 9.55am. 

Barbara Donaldson 

Chair, Whitireia Park Board 

Date:
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SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting 20 May 2016 

AUTHOR: Amanda Cox  

DATE 5 May 2016 

SUBJECT: Demolition of radio mast at Whitireia Park and subsequent ground damage   

______________________________________________________________

1. Purpose 
To inform the Board of remedial actions undertaken following ground damage within the 
Park as a result of the felling of the Radio New Zealand radio mast. 

2. Background 
On 16 February a redundant radio mast at Whitireia Park was felled as a first step in its 
removal. The mast did not fall exactly as planned and a section landed in two small 
(approximately 40-60 square metres) wetland seeps at the head of the Onepoto Stream. 
Damage to the vegetation and landform within the seeps occurred as a result of the impact 
of the tower. The tower has now been removed.  

Since the removal of grazing 3 or 4 years ago, a number of significant wetland plants have 
colonised these sites, some of which were damaged by the falling mast. It is expected that 
the vegetation will recover over time and there is early evidence of this occurring already. 
To support this process the Whitireia Park Restoration Group has generously offered to 
undertake enrichment planting.  

However, as noted, the impact of the mast also deformed the landform and advice was 
sought on what, if anything, should be done to reshape the landform back to its original 
condition.  Boffa Miskell Ltd was engaged to provide this advice. 

3. Consultant’s recommendations 
Boffa Miskell’s recommendations were as follows: 

The depressions created by the felled tower are currently impeding the hydrologic flow 
path  of runoff draining to the Onepoto Stream. This has created areas of exposed soil with 
standing water, which may negatively impact on water quality. Therefore, it is 
recommended that the depressions be reshaped to the original even grade fall in order to 
restore the historic hydrologic regime. This should require very minor earthworks in order 
to avoid further damage of the existing plant community. 
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While it is unclear what specific plant communities were impacted by the tower, there are 
significant gaps in the vegetation where the structure made contact with the wetland seep. 
It is anticipated that once the ground is reshaped, wetland species that are present in the 
seep and are contained within the seedbank and vegetative root mass will re-establish 
naturally. There is already some evidence of this occurring on site in areas where standing 
water is absent. However, enrichment planting of the area would greatly enhance and 
expedite the rehabilitation process. 

4. Remedial actions 
On 2nd May Greater Wellington Regional Council Parks staff undertook remedial work by 
hand to restore the historic hydrologic regime in line with the consultant’s  
recommendations. This work involved filling the depressions caused by the impact and re-
grading these areas.   

The work was inspected by a representative of Boffa Miskell, who observed that the work 
had been appropriately carried out. They also noted that the surrounding wetland species 
had started to re-establish within previously damaged areas.  Therefore, it is expected that 
these species will easily propagate within the regraded site and that the area will rapidly 
recover.

5. Recommendation 
That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 

Report prepared by: Report approved by: 

Amanda Cox 
Manager, Parks 

Nigel Corry 
General Manager, Environment Management 
Group
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Whitireia Park Restoration Group 
Report to Board 8 May 2016 

Angus Hulme-Moir has written an annual report for the lizard survey on the Whitireia escarpment 

Lizard Survey – February 2016 

Following on from our inaugural lizard survey in 2015, the Whitireia Restoration Group carried out a 
second lizard survey in 2016. We are still hopeful of finding additions to the 3 lizard species present 
and we are now seeking to establish outcome monitoring following the introduction of intensive 
rodent control at two sites. In September 2015 we installed 40 resetting traps in two separate bays 
(that are distant from each other).  Each site has some degree of physical isolation due to rocky 
spurs at each end. Traps are located on a 25m X 25m grid throughout the site.  Fifteen monitoring 
tunnels are also present at each site for tracking rodent density and a further site has been 
established as the control.  

Before getting underway it is important to acknowledge the people who make this happen. Firstly to 
the team: Angela, Dwyllis & Steve, Codie, Reuben, Rob Stratford (and his daughter) and Chris.  You 
guys are awesome! Thanks to Goodnature Ltd for your ongoing support, equipment and enthusiasm 
for this project. Thanks Richard Romijn and Rod Hitchmough for reviewing the photos. 

One further note: we experienced a high level of interference this year with the pitfalls and onduline 
(a bitumous lightweight corrugated roofing material). Eight traps needed to be re-dug and onduline 
had been removed in a number of cases. 

Background: 

Whitireia Escarpment, while significantly modified, has good lizard habitat. Three prior surveys have 
been carried out to assess the state of the lizard populations on the escarpment and in the wider 
Park. 

The first was carried out by Richard Romijn in 2012 on behalf of Greater Wellington Regional 
Council. Richard used a range of search methods and found good populations of common skinks, 
common geckos and 2 copper skinks.  

In 2014 EcoGecko Consultants Ltd were contracted by Whitireia Restoration Group to carry out a 
second survey across the park using primarily pitfall traps. Their results were similar to Richards. A 
night search failed to find arboreal geckos in the remnant forest. 

Following these surveys the Group secured training from EcoGecko with a view to continuing the 
work on an annual basis. It is the group’s view that these surveys will not only determine lizard 
species presence/absence but also support management decisions to protect populations. The 
Group carried out its first survey in 2015 

Methodology: 

Given the lack of herpetological expertise we have focused on pitfall trapping as this allows us to 
capture – photograph – and then identify.  In 2016 we also added tree wraps in the forest remnant 
and utilized tracking tunnels to understand the spread of lizards vertically across the escarpment. 
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The pitfall trapping methodology was developed for us by EcoGecko and can be found in our 
proposal /plan in the appendices. We increased the number of pitfalls to 56 (from 44) in 2016. This 
included 14 new traps in what we call Bay C (one of the sites with intensive control). This bay had 
not been previously surveyed. The sites and locations of some of the pitfall traps can be seen in the 
photos below (marked as red dots). In most cases pitfall traps are positioned  

• 10m away from each other 
• Across the terraces at the bottom of the escarpment area 
• Vertically up the escarpment where there is obvious habitat (such as scree falls with 

vegetation 
 

Trapping days: 

Trapping was carried out over 6 nights 

Day Activity Weather 
11 Feb Open traps Thursday evening Fine, dry 

 
12 Feb • Check Friday (morning 7-9am) 

 
Fine dry 

13 Feb • Check Saturday (morning 7-9 
am) 

Fine, dry 

14 Feb • Check Sunday (morning 7-9 am) 
and close lines  
 

Fine, dry 

   
18 Feb • Open traps Thursday evening Rain in the evening 

 
19 Feb • Check Friday (morning 7-9am) Heavy rain 3am-5am. Clearing by 

lunch, overcast 
20 Feb • Check Saturday (morning 7-9 

am) 
Overcast, cool 

21 Feb • Check Sunday (morning 7-9 am) 
and close traps 

Fine, dry 
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Line A/B 

   

Line C/D/E 

 

The traps are divided into three lines. Line A/B (16 traps) is accessed from Lambley Rd in Titahi Bay. 
Line C/D/E (28 traps) is accessed by dropping down the escarpment from the top carpark in the Park  
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(blue line) and Line F (14 traps) accessed by dropping into Bay C to the east. 

 

 

Traps were opened Thursday evening and checked early morning Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The 
tide prevented the traps from being opened on Line A/B on Thursday the 18. They were opened on 
the 19 so one night’s trapping was lost.  

Tree wraps were placed in November and then checked in January, February and April. 

Tracking tunnels were used in Bay B to ascertain lizard spread across the escarpment. Tracking pads 
were lured with banana and honey and left out for 3 nights.  

Results 

Pitfalls (The full set of results can be found in the attached spreadsheet) 

257 lizards were either trapped or caught on the Onduline covers over 320 trapping nights. The 
catch rate per unit effort was slightly lower than last year given the increase in trapping nights. 
Multiple captures were common. No lizards were found eaten, dead, dehydrated or attacked by 
ants.  

Comparison across surveys 

Survey Total catch Trapping nights Catch rate / unit 
effort 

Richard Romijn 2012 53   
Ecogecko 2014 47   
Whitireia restoration 
group 2015 

253 302 0.84 

Whitireia restoration 
group 2016 

257 320 0.80 

 

All unidentified lizard photos were sent to Rod Hitchmough (DOC) and Richard Romijn (GWRC) for 
independent identification. No brown skinks (Oligosoma zelandicum) were identified. No other 
species were found.  

7 copper skinks were trapped, which was positive, and these were found in a range of sites across 
the escarpment. Previously Richard caught 2, and EcoGecko 1.  

Lizard species Number 
caught 

Juveniles % of total catch 

Northern grass skinks, Oligosoma polychroma 
Clade 1a. 

162 31 63% 

Raukawa geckos, Woodworthia maculata 88 36 34% 
Copper skinks, 
Oligosoma aeneum 

7 1 0.03% 
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In 2015 we introduced intensive rodent control into two bays. These bays include the pitfalls of Line 
E and Line F. The project is experimental and sets out to understand whether mice can be controlled 
using resetting traps. The project has been running for 8 months. Rodent tracking has been carried 
out over that time to understand how the traps are working.  

Catch rate by site: 

Although it is too early to notice an impact on lizard populations the relative catch per unit effort is 
recorded.  

SPECIES Line A/B (no 
treatment) 

Line D (rodent 
control site, no 
treatment) 

Line E/Bay B 
(rodent control) 

Line F/Bay C 
(rodent control) 

 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 
Northern 
grass skinks 

41 32 26 23 47 41  39 

Catch per 
unit effort 

0.37 0.4 0.37 0.38 0.61 0.62  0.46 

Raukawa 
geckos 

107 46 2 9 9 15  0 

Catch per 
unit effort 

0.96 0.58 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.23  0.0 

Copper 
skinks 

5 1 0 1 2 2  2 

Catch per 
unit effort 

0.05 0.01 0.0 0.02 0.03 0.03  0.02 

 

1. Tracking tunnel results: 
The rodent monitoring tunnels were used to assess lizard presence across the escarpment given that 
90% of the pitfalls are located on the bottom terraces. Even the lower tracking tunnels sit well above 
the pitfall lines. Tracking pads were lured with banana and honey and left out for 3 nights.  

Tracking tunnel Skink tracking Gecko tracking 
Upper 1 yes  
Upper 2 yes  
Upper 3   
Upper 4 yes  
Upper 5   
Mid 1   
Mid 2 yes  
Mid 3 yes  
Mid 4   
Mid 5   
Lower 1 yes  
Lower 2 yes yes 
Lower 3 yes  
Lower 4 yes  
Lower 5 yes  
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2. Tree wraps: 
Twenty tree wraps were placed in the forest remnant as per Ecogecko specifications. These were left 
in place for 3 months and then checked once a month for three months. No lizards or skin were 
found but healthy populations of weta species were found.  

Methods: 

We repeated the survey at the same time of year as 2015 which has ensured consistency of 
sampling. The weather was very dry leading up to the survey and it was interesting that no geckos 
were caught until after the heavy rain. Following the rain we caught lots of geckos and few skinks. 
We also noticed that ‘new’ pitfalls had few to no catches in the first weekend and that catch rates 
increased over the period. There appeared to be some acclimatization going on. No coppers were 
caught till late in the survey.  

It was good to trial tracking pads. Ten out of 15 tunnels were used by lizards and it demonstrated 
that they are spread right across the escarpment although concentrated in the lower zone. The 
upper areas of the escarpment lack native vegetation and have poor refuge for lizards.  

Likewise the tree wraps demonstrated healthy weta populations of forest and other species, even if 
no arboreal lizards were found.  

Results 

No brown skinks were found which was disappointing. The species diversity remains at 3 at this 
stage. With our rodent control in place we are looking to understand how mice populations impact 
on the three species of lizard present over time. Over the last 8 months we have tracked only 1 rat 
across the three monitored bays (2 treatment and 1 control) and no weasels have been caught. Mice 
populations have crashed and rebounded (see appendix 2). Populations in the treatment sites have, 
until last month, remained substantially below the control. We are still in a process of fine tuning our 
approach using a range of lures, and more recently ‘auto lure dispensers’.  

We remain unsure whether current number of pitfalls and their spacings / location are sufficient to 
record changes in lizard populations. It is our intention to determine whether the intensive rodent 
control leads to any noticeable impact on lizard numbers in the two bays that have control in place.  

We would also like to better understand the copper populations and why these are so low. Is our 
trapping effort sufficient to detect coppers effectively.  

WPRG activities: (Other than lizard survey) 

The group had a pot luck dinner to celebrate the start of the 10th year the group has been 
volunteering at the park. 

Beach Clean Up: 

Group member, Jess Hughes organised a beach clean-up as a preliminary event leading into the 2016 
planting season. Twenty six people plus small children worked to clean up rubbish around the coast. 
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A large group worked on the Te Onepoto beach and estuary coastline while those with young 
children concentrated on the coastline between Onehunga Bay and the estuary. Thanks to Gary 
Wheaton for dropping off the rubbish bags and gloves and Porirua City council for picking up the 
rubbish bags. Although there wasn’t a large volume of rubbish there was a vast amount of small bits 
of plastic and polystyrene picked up. This is the type of rubbish swallowed by birds and fish thinking 
it is food. They can then starve to death as they feel full but their stomachs are full of rubbish. 

 
The last bunch to leave 

Progress of restoration sites: 

Until mid-January the district had regular rainfall. Since then there has been only 2 rain days both 
being very heavy rainfall events which mainly runs off the surface with little penetration of the soil. 
During the past 3 months the dry soil has stopped growth of restoration plantings and we have had a 
high death rate on top of the escarpment. Some of these plants have died back and are now 
throwing out new growth from the base of the plants. Plantings further down the escarpment had 
less stress and have survived much better. We are looking forward to some regular lighter rainfall 
which will penetrate the soil. 

 
Maintenance work: 
Some hand weeding work has been carried out at Kaiaua Bay and around the escarpment plants. 

 

Sustainable harvest: 

We have not been approached by Greater Wellington about liaising with Ngati Toa on sustainable 
harvest of pīngao or flax. 
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Volunteer hours: 

Month Trapping Lizard 
project 

Seed 
collection Meetings Planting Maintenance Promotion Admin 

2015-16                 

February 26 100 5 8 3 
 5 

March 23 6 6     15   3 

April 23 10 5 6  7   2 

May 23  2 4  48  5 
 95 116 18 18 0 73  15 

 

Issues: 

Vehicles in the park 

Vehicles continue to drive in Te Onepoto estuary. The group thanks the Board for their submission to 
Porirua City Council on closing the road around to the estuary. 
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Juvenile pied stilt on right being watched by adult bird at Onepoto estuary 

 

Paua theft 

Three piles of paua shells were found in a bay below the escarpment. Each had several hundred shell 
in the pile. 
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Radio Mast demolition and wetland damage 

Over many years and several submissions to greater wellington’s various plans for Whitireia Park, 
our group has advocated for protection of the gullies and associated wetlands which run from seeps 
in the gully headwaters down to Te Onepoto stream.  

These gullies are uncommon ecosystem types with a National threat status of Nationally 
Endangered. http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/publications/factsheets/rare-
ecosystems/wetlands/seepages-and-flushes. They contain regionally threatened plant species in 
them. GWRC’s new Regional Plan advocates for wetlands in the region with programmes which 
assist existing wetlands and we are surprised that these wetlands have been largely ignored despite 
evidence that they are natural wetlands as defined in the regional plan. The demolition of the radio 
mast in February destroyed a small but significant part of the gully and wetland species (see photos 
below). 

In an email I sent to GWRC Parks dept. on 18 February 2016 I requested the following action: 

To mitigate the destruction of this part of the wetland we would like to see the following actions: 

1. No further work is carried out by either parks or contractors in the wetlands until it is determined by a 
wetland restoration expert (approved by WPRG) whether there should be any further disturbance of 
the site. 

2. An expert in wetland hydrology (approved by WPRG) is employed to determine how to restore the 
hydrology of the area destroyed to enable the species destroyed to be restored. 

3. An expert in wetland restoration (approved by WPRG) is employed to write a management plan on 
how to restore this wetland. 

4. A specialist contractor is employed (approved by WPRG) to restore the hydrology as determined by the 
expert hydrologist to prepare the site for replanting. 

5. The WPRG will undertake to grow on and plant a number of specimens I have at home once the 
hydrology is restored and site is prepared. 
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6. A contractor is employed  (approved by WPRG) to spray grass selective chemical in the wetlands three 
times annually over the next 5 years to enable the site to be restored. 

7. A contractor is employed (approved by WPRG)  to hand weed out broad leaved weed species three 
times annually over the next 5 years to enable the site to be restored.  

 

On 2 May the site was assessed by a Boffa Miskell staff member. This staff member is a Landscape 
Architect not a wetland expert as requested. This is disappointing as the restoration of this site 
requires specialist knowledge and planning. We request that the initial request from our group be 
actioned. Although an area of native buttercup Ranunculus macropus has reappeared, it is likely to 
succumb to the pasture grass which is growing profusely on the disturbed area. A detailed plan is 
required . 

 

Gully prior to mast demolition 

 

Vegetation at the site prior to the mast demolition showing Ranunculus macropus 
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Damage at wetland 

 

 

Robyn Smith 
WPRG Coordinator 
robsmithii@xtra.co.nz 
027 437 2497 
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SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting 20 May 2016 

AUTHOR: Wayne Boness,  Richard Romijn and Fiona Colquhoun  

DATE 4 April 2016 

SUBJECT: Work Programme update  

______________________________________________________________ 

1. Purpose 
To provide the Whitireia Park Board (the Board) with an update on the implementation of 
the annual work programme at Whitireia Park (the Park), progress on action points from the 
last meeting, and to advise of the draft work programme and budget for 2016-17. 

2. Background 
A programme of work for the 2015-16 financial year was approved by the Board at  
its meeting on 21 August 2015 

3. Biodiversity management 

3.1 Pest animal control 
The Whitireia Park Restoration Group (the Restoration Group) has continued to poison rats 
and trap predators such as stoats and hedgehogs across most of the Park. A record of the 
number of pests trapped in the last three months is contained in the Restoration Group’s 
separate report. The Restoration Group’s input into pest animal control across the Park and 
particularly in the Key Native Ecosystem (KNE) site continues to be of great value.   

No rabbit shooting or searching for possums has been carried out recently. Both are due to 
be carried out later this month. No new sign has been seen of possums on the coast where 
droppings were previously found. Members of the Restoration Group are planning to attach 
plastic cards impregnated with peanut butter to trees to entice any possum present to bite a 
card and give it self away by its identifiable teeth marks. Hopefully the possum has already 
succumbed to the contents of the bait station that was installed or it has moved on and out 
of the Park. 

3.2 Ecological weed control 
Contractors have completed this year’s work on controlling woody ecological weeds in 
three areas of the coastal escarpment. Progress has been slow on the steepest parts because 
the abseiling that is needed to move around the steep faces requires extra time to set and 
move ropes regularly. Control work in the lizard habitat area which the Restoration Group 
gained funding from WWF for has made only small in-roads in to the large infestations in 
that area. A change of approach to include aerial spraying may be required in the future to 
achieve faster control of these infestations. Better success has been achieved in controlling 
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an infestation of Spanish heath, with all plants in the target area appearing dead. Follow up 
work on new plants and those spread further afield will still be required next year and 
probably for several years following, but the back of the infestation has been broken. 

4. Parks Planning 

The Whitireia Park Management Plan and Bylaws has been published and is now available 
to download via the Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) website: 
www.gw.govt.nz/management-plan-2/ and a limited number of printed plans are available. 
All park stakeholders and submitters on the draft were notified about the availability of the 
completed plan by email on Friday 22 April and printed copies have been posted to them. A 
press release has been drafted about the availability of the draft plan and the installation of 
new dog poo waste bins at Onehunga Bay. The lack of these bins was an issue frequently 
raised in plan submissions and at consultation sessions.  

Another plan priority was to advocate and work with Porirua City Council (PCC) to close 
the unformed section of Te Onepoto Road. An Annual Plan submission letter signed by 
Park Board Chair, Barbara Donaldson, was sent to PCC on the 18 April urging action to 
commence the process to formally stop this section of road. A request was also made to 
present the submission at an Annual Plan hearing.   Other plan priorities are in the process 
of being implemented via the annual parks operational plan programme, such as signage 
changes for dog on and off-leash areas. 

5. Revegetation 
A follow up aerial spraying operation will be completed by the end of May to control gorse. 
This has been delayed until now to coincide with reduced park visitation. Public 
notification and a neighbour letter drop will be undertaken ahead of this operation with no 
works being undertaken on weekends or public holidays.  

Fire break planting completed last winter is being monitored to assess survival rates after 
the dry summer. Site preparation for this winter’s plantings are underway with planting to 
take place later in June, providing ground conditions are suitable. Sites for 2017 are being 
identified and will be finalised following confirmation of the 2016/17 budget. 

Contractors have completed grass and weed spraying in revegetation sites to support the 
work of the Restoration Group. Spots have been sprayed in grass and weeds removed in 
sites that will be planted this year to make planting easier and improve plant survival. Grass 
has also been sprayed at previously planted sites where it was inundating plants. 

 

6. General park management 

6.1 Ranger service 
The settled weather has seen the park remain busy as people make the most of the extended 
summer. Overall visitor behaviour continues to be good with only a few people spoken to. 
Warning letters have been sent to those caught driving off road.  
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While the “light no fires” signs are a deterrent for most people, we have experienced two late 
season fires, one of these being around from Kaitawa Point. This was noticed by, a sharp-
eyed Plimmerton resident who reported it via the 111 system. When the Fire Service arrived 
it was around 5 x 5 metres in size. Any fire call at Whitireia has seen several appliances turn 
out. 

 
Fire location from 12 April 2016 
 
The Pou carpark development has been delayed until July, to allow contractors to undertake 
the works with less disruption to park visitors. The cattle stop will be removed in June giving 
contractors easier access to the site. The cattle stop will be relocated to a site in Baring Head. 

Planned haymaking in Whitireia Park has been completed and other rougher areas have been 
mowed to see if we can expand the haymaking area next season. Removing the excess dead 
grass this way is a “win-win”, further reducing the fire risk, providing more usable space for 
people to recreate and incurring no cost for the Park Board. Hay making is not usually a 
spectator sport but it drew quite a crowd with kids enjoying the chance to play on the hay 
bales. 
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Baling freshly cut hay 

The mast removal is now complete, remedial works have been undertaken in the seep area. 
RNZ are willing to make a donation to the Restoration Group to cover revegetation 
establishment and weed control in the site. 

Below is a link to a video of the mast demolition. In the video the demolition contractor 
mentions this went as planned, this refers to the explosive side of the demolition. You will 
note in the video the mast breaks as it falls, which caused it to twist and miss the intended 
target. Towards the end of the video you will note guy wires hitting the small building at the 
mast base, which was not planned and highlights the change in direction the mast took when 
the break occurred. 

https://vimeo.com/163331437  

The MOU between GWRC and the Whitireia Park Restoration Group was recently signed by 
both parties. 
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6.2 Park assets 
PCC’s toilet cleaning contractors continue to undertake this work to a high standard. 

Vandalism has been at a low level with the main damage having been to toilet-roll holders 
and some graffiti on parks signs. Most of this damage seems to be occur during school 
holiday periods. 

The ongoing maintenance programme continues with track cutbacks, weed spraying and 
mowing around tracks/amenity areas and roads. 

Spraying of roadsides to control seedling pohutukawa and gorse is underway. 

The eagerly awaited dog poo bins were installed at Onehunga Bay. These have been checked 
since installation and it is pleasing to see them all being used. The one in the photo below 
has proved the most popular.  

 

 
Park Board Chair Barbara Donaldson and Sage the lab, try out one of three new dog poo bins at Onehunga Bay in Whitireia Park 

 

7. 2016/17  Draft Park Budget 
Below is the proposed 2016/17 park budget. The majority of the budget is business as usual 
activity with maintenance planned to buildings, structures and tracks. Previous years’ 
allocations have been carried forward to enable construction of the Pou carpark. 
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Whitireia  2016/17 Budgets (excluding personnel Costs) 

OPEX EXPENSES Budget 
2016/17

2016/17 Notes

Ranger's budget: 
WBS: 443/2000/1- Ranging 
63000 Ranger supplies 2,550  Padlock replacements 
63000 Toilet Repairs/Plumbing Supplies 2,000  
63000 Toilet Supplies 2,000 
63300 Brochure reprint 2,500 
63600 Water 5,000 
63605 Security contract 8,000 

22,050 

WBS: 443/2000/7- Maintenance (R)

63700 Roads 1,500  
63700 Fences 1,500  

63700 Mowing costs incl. fire breaks 7,500  
 Includes contract mulching adjoining 
boundaries 

10,500  

WBS: 443/2000/8 - Land Management

63600 Rates 5,063  
5,063  

WBS: 443/2000/5 - Revegetation

65000 Planting - Onehunga Bay 3,000   Whitireia restoration group contribution 

65000 Revegetation of burned area 21,000  
 Fire break planting, Pampas/Gorse 
spraying, Low cost plantings 

24,000  

Assets and Maintenance Team:

WBS: 443/2000/3- Asset Management Opex

63620 Building exterior cleans 250  
Annual maintenance plan contract for 
toilet

63700 Tracks 2,400  
63700 Structures 500  
63700 Toilet repairs 500  
63700 Buildings maintenance (toilet) 1,800  

 Mtce plan - repaint doors and ext block 
walls 

5,450  

Total Operating Expenses (Excluding Staff Time) 67,063  
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CAPEX EXPENSES

WBS: 443/2000/1 - Asset Management Capex - Tracks 0
WBS: 443/2000/2 - Asset Management Capex - 
Fences 0

WBS: 443/2000/2/3 Pou site - Stage III 120,000 
 Construction and Landscaping of 
Carpark 

WBS: 443/2000/2/3/3 - Picnic areas -        
WBS: 443/2000/2/3 Roads (Ra) 5,000      Gate to Kaitawa Point 

125,000 
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7.1 Key Native Ecosystem plan implementation 
The Biodiversity department are proposing to spend $19,900 on implementing the third 
year of the Key Native Ecosystem (KNE) plan for the Whitireia Coast KNE site which was 
approved by the Whitireia Park Board in 2014. The KNE plan details biodiversity 
management planned for the site and itemises the actions to be undertaken next year. These 
include: 

− Ecological weed control on the coastal escarpment 
− Predator (stoat, weasel, hedgehog and rat) trapping 
− Rabbit control by night shooting 
− Surveillance for possums 
− Support for the Restoration Group’s revegetation activities; prepare and maintain 

planting sites. 
 

The 2016-17 year is the final year of the current KNE plan. The plan will be reviewed 
during the year and a revised draft covering the following three years will be presented to 
the Board for comment and approval. 

8. Recommendation  
That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 

Report prepared by: Report prepared by: 

Wayne Boness 
Principal Ranger  

Richard Romijn 
Team Leader, Biodiversity Management 

Report prepared by: Report approved by: 

Fiona Colquhoun 
Parks Planner 

Amanda Cox 
Manager, Parks 

Report approved by: Report approved by: 

Tim Porteous 
Manager, Biodiversity   

Nigel Corry 
General Manager, Environment Management 
Group  
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SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting (20 May 2016) 

AUTHOR: Vera Li    

DATE 9 May 2016 

SUBJECT: Board accounts   

______________________________________________________________ 

1. Purpose 
To present to the Whitireia Park Board the management accounts for the first ten months 
of financial year 2015-2016 as attached.  

2. Income 
Income has been received from Titahi Bay Golf Club for lease of the land $5,500. 

Under the GW entries columns Income from Water Rates of $5,016.86 is 90% of Water 
Rates that Titahi Bay Gold Club paid to Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) for 
paying the Water Rates too PCC in full.  In effect it is reimbursement of expenses paid by 
GWRC. 

3. Costs 
Total costs paid by GWRC are $86,584, 70% of the total GWRC costs is GWRC staff time 
($61,395). 

4. Bank Account 
The bank account balance at end of April was $35,813.40 CR.   

5. Recommendation 
 
That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 
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Report prepared by: Report approved by: 

Vera Li 
Assistant Accountant 

Amanda Cox 
Manager, Parks department 

 

Report approved by: 

 

Nigel Corry 
General Manager, Environmental 
Management group 
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2014/15    
Full Year

2015/16    
YTD

GW Entries 
2014/15 
Full Year

GW Entries 
2015/16 

YTD
Income $ $ $ $
Water Rates -                 -                 4,971         5,017         
Park Concessions -                 -                 1,331         1,104         
Lease 5,500         5,500         -                 -                 
Interest 71              105            -                 -                 
GWRC -                 -                 97,094      86,584      
Total Income 5,571         5,605         103,396    92,705      

Expenditure $ $ $ $
Sundry 40              40              -                 -                 
Depreciation 1,771         669            -                 -                 
Project Materials -                 -                 30,426      14,380      
Printing -                 -                 1,205         2,148         
Rates -                 -                 4,793         3,850         
Repairs & Maintenanc - 63700 -                 -                 45              
Loose Tools/ Minor E - 63760 -                 -                 146            
Advertising -                 -                 600            411            
Contract Labour -                 -                 7,769         10,330      
GWRC Staff Time -                 -                 58,603      61,395      
Total Expenditure 1,811         709            103,396    92,705      

Net Surplus / (Deficit) 3,760         4,896         -                 0                

Statement Comprehensive Revenue and Expense
for the Ten Months to 30 April 2016
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30 Jun 2015 30 April 2016
FUNDS AND RESERVES

Accumulated Funds 46,055          49,815          
Net Surplus (Deficit) 3,760            4,896            

TOTAL FUNDS AND RESERVES 49,815          54,711          

Represented By:

CURRENT ASSETS

Current Account 30,474          35,814          
Sundry Debtors 25                  50                  
GST Receivable -                     -                     
Total Current Assets 30,500          35,864          

Fixed Assets 285,806        285,806        
Accumulated Depreciation (266,451) (267,119)
Total Fixed Assets 19,355          18,687          

Total Assets 49,855          54,551          

CURRENT LIABILITES

GST Payable 0                    (206)
Sundry Creditors 40                  45                  
Total Current Liabilites 40                  (161)

Total Liabilites 40                  (161)

NET ASSETS 49,815          54,390          

Whitireia Park Board
Balance Sheet as at 30 April 2016
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